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with more than 30 years working in
agriculture.
“My focus is to help grow the Association’s membership and engage members
in leadership opportunities at state and
national levels.”
Along with Olson, officers elected
include Dean Ruff of Bloomer, vice
president; Don Lutz of Scandinavia,
secretary; and Bob Studnicka of
Muscoda, treasurer. Roe, who served
as president last year, has recently been
elected as a national director for the
American Soybean Association.

Legislative Issues on the Horizon for Wisconsin Farmers
By Jordan Lamb, DeWitt Ross & Stevens
The Wisconsin State Legislature opened the
2013-14 legislative session on January 7th when
all new members were sworn in.
There are a tremendous number of new faces
in the Legislature this session. In fact, for only
the second time in history, a majority of the
members of the State Assembly are in their first
or second terms (i.e., they have served for 2 years
or less.) In addition, there are fewer members of
the Legislature with connections to agriculture
than ever before. In 2003, 12 legislators listed
themselves as farmers. For the 2013 session,
only 6 list themselves as farmers.
The following are some of the legislative issues
that could affect Wisconsin farmers this session.
Groundwater – High Capacity Wells
In July of 2011, the Wisconsin Supreme Court
changed the regulation of high capacity wells in
Wisconsin in a decision know as Lake Beulah. In this case, the Court said that despite
Wisconsin’s groundwater statutes and existing
permitting program for high capacity wells, the
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DNR has a general duty and broad authority to
regulate high capacity wells beyond the scope
of those regulations. This decision has created
much uncertainty for Wisconsin farmers seeking
high capacity well approvals for their farms.
During the summer of 2012, several critical high
capacity well issues came to the attention of
Wisconsin farmers and revealed that the scope
of DNR’s authority over new wells, existing
wells, reconstructed wells, and replacement
wells is unclear. Legislative action this session is
needed to clarify the high capacity well regulation uncertainty.
Transportation and Farm Equipment
Road weight limits, bridge weight limits, axel
weights, farm equipment specifications and
local road funding are topics being discussed
extensively by farmers, town board members,
county board members and rural residents.
Increases in the size and weight of farm
equipment have caused strains on roads and
bridges. This has led to confusion between
farmers and law enforcement about the legality
of some farm equipment.
As a result, the Wisconsin Department of Transportation has established an advisory committee
to review current laws and regulations related to
farm equipment. The committee was directed
to make recommendations to the DOT Secretary
about possible legislative and regulatory changes
needed to reflect modern farm equipment while
maintaining the integrity of roads.
It is expected that the Legislature will introduce
legislation to update the definition of implements
of husbandry.
State Budget
The Governor’s version of the state budget bill,
which is almost 1,100 pages long proposes to
spend $68 billion over the next two years (biennium). The following are issues in the budget
bill that could affect Wisconsin farmers:
DATCP Budget Items: The Department of
Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
(DATCP) budget, as introduced by Governor
Walker, includes the following provisions:
• Maintains $250,000 annually for the livestock premise registration program.
• Provides $7 million in new bonding authority for DATCP to administer to county land
conservation departments to provide cost

sharing for landowners to comply with
nonpoint regulations.
• Provides $248,400 annually to UW Extension Discovery Farms Program from the agrichemical management (ACM) fund. Previously this funding came from the agricultural
chemical cleanup program (ACCP) fund.
• Provides $200,000 annually for a Dairy
Processor Grant Program.
Building Projects: Babcock Hall Dairy Plant and
Meat & Muscle Biology Lab: Two high profile
agricultural projects on the University of Wisconsin – Madison campus will seek approval in
the budget process. The College of Agricultural
and Life Sciences Agricultural Initiative calls for
the replacement of the Meat and Muscle Biology
Lab ($43 million for a new building – ½ of the
funding from private sources) and an expansion
and upgrade of the Babcock Hall Dairy Plant
($32 million for the renovation – ½ of the funding from private sources).
Administrative Rule – ATCP 50
Wisconsin’s nonpoint source pollution prevention law directs the DNR to develop performance standards for farmers to meet to protect
water quality (Wis. Admin. Code s. NR 151).
The law then requires DATCP to develop best
management practices for farmers to implement to meet DNR’s performance standards
(Wis. Admin. Code s. ATCP 50.) In June of
2010, the DNR updated NR 151 to include several new performance standards. Now, DATCP
is currently in the process of creating BMP’s to
meet these new performance standards in its
revision to ATCP 50.
DATCP will be holding public hearings on
proposed changes to ATCP 50 to update the
rule to align with NR 151 in late March and
early April. Over the last few years, there has
been extensive discussion amongst farmers
about the complexity and extensive paperwork required for nutrient management
planning. Farmers are encouraged to submit
comments during the hearing process on ways
to improve and simplify nutrient management
planning. To learn more about the rule, go to
the DATCP web site at: http://datcp.wi.gov/
Environment/Land_and_Water_Conservation/Soil_and_Water_Resource_Management/
ATCP50/index.aspx.
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Farmers Come Together at
Wisconsin Corn/Soy EXPO

Attendance continues to grow each year at the
Wisconsin Corn/Soy EXPO held earlier this year.
This year more than 1,500 people attended the
event which is co-hosted by the Wisconsin Soybean Association, Wisconsin Soybean Marketing
Board, Wisconsin Corn Growers Association,
Wisconsin Corn Promotion Board, Wisconsin
Pork Association and the Wisconsin Agri-Business
Association. This is the eighth year of the joint
event that is held at the Wisconsin Dells.
Wisconsin Corn/Soy EXPO included two days
of high impact producer education and the
opportunity to network with fellow growers
and other ag-industry professionals. Cash
grain producers, as well as dairy and livestock
producers who grow corn and/or soybeans
came together. A large trade show was featured
during the annual gathering.
Market Advisor Andy Schissler, Roach Ag Marketing, kicked off the action-packed event with an
Early Riser Market Outlook Session. The general
session featured well-known farm broadcaster Orion Samuelson, a Wisconsin native who recently
published his autobiographical “You Can’t Dream
Big Enough.” Panel discussions during the session
focused on current agricultural issues with stateassociation leaders and outlooks for corn, soybean
and meat exports.
The annual meetings of the Wisconsin Soybean
Association, Wisconsin Soybean Marketing Board,
Wisconsin Corn Growers Association, and the
Wisconsin Corn Promotion Board were held as
well. Attendees were invited to see firsthand how
their state checkoff dollars are being invested to
promote Wisconsin corn and soybeans.
Educational breakout sessions included topics that
ranged from succession planning with Attorney
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George Twohig to grain storage management. Growers learned about: high-yield soybeans, research
results from Wisconsin’s Discovery Farms program,
what to expect on a Department of Transportation
truck inspection, new ways of feeding corn stover,
food safety, what last November’s election mean to
agriculture and more.
A highlighted educational session called “Apps for
Agriculture,” featured smart phones, iPads and
other mobile devices and how farmers can use
them every day. Lead by Tim Clark, Dairyland
Seed District Sales Manager, and Danielle Hammer, Alltech Territory Marketing Coordinator, the
session was useful for all who attended.
A special highlight was an introduction session on
Wisconsin’s new consumer outreach effort, CommonGround. This volunteer effort aims to foster
conversations among women from farms and cities
about food and modern farming practices.
Nearly 150 exhibitors showcased their products
and services at the trade show. The trade show
area is also a place to meet, discuss and network
throughout the two-day event.
In addition, Paul Mitchell, UW-Madison ag
economist, provided information on the Farm
Bill and insurance. Two high-powered keynote
speakers included General Wesley Clark who
discussed biofuels and national policy; and Barry
Flinchbaugh, Kansas State University Agricultural
Economist who delivered his typically unique and
unforgettable view of farm policy. Wisconsin farm
broadcaster Pam Jahnke hosted the session.

Taste of Elegance Award
Expo attendees had the opportunity to experience
the flavor and quality of foods produced by the
state's farmers. The 2013 Pork and Soy tasting
featured menu creations from seven chefs
participating in the Wisconsin Taste of Elegance
during the Wisconsin Corn/Soy Expo. Chef
Rob Gamble of Big Foot Country Club, Fontana,
captured the Chef Par Excellence award at the
2013 Wisconsin’s Taste of Elegance competition

with his entrée Korean Barbequed Pork
Pierogi. Chef Gamble competed against
six other finalists for the $750 award.
“I love Korean Barbeque and I have a
Polish heritage, so I simply combined the
two to create this unique entrée,” Chef
Gamble says. “The Taste of Elegance is
a great competition and it’s always been
fun for me.”
As the Chef Par Excellence, Chef Gamble
will be attending an educational weekend
hosted by the National Pork Board and
held at The Culinary Institute of America’s Greystone Campus in St. Helena, CA.
Chef James Deptula, Heartland Grill,
Madison, received the $500 Superior
Chef recognition for his preparation of A
Pork Tasting of Mexico, Tamale, Pozole
and Mole.

Chef Rob Gamble of Big Foot Country Club, Fontana, WI captured the Chef Par Excellence
award at the 2013 Wisconsin’s Taste of Elegance competition.

Chef Tyler Sailsbery, The Black Sheep Restaurant, Whitewater, was the recipient of the Premium Chef Award and
$250 with his Pancetta Wrapped Pork Tenderloin with
Soy Pomegranate Drizzle and Brandied Apricot. In addition, Chef Sailsbery, received the People’s Choice Award
and $250 for his entree.
The new award this year, Best of Soy and $250, was won
by Chef Paul Cummings, Heidel House Resort & Spa,
Green Lake.
Johnsonville Sausage; Tyson Foods, Inc.; Pork Checkoff;
Resource Engineering Associates, Inc.; Wisconsin Soybean Marketing Board; and Wisconsin Pork Association
sponsored the 2013 Taste of Elegance event.
The program was created to encourage pork menuing in a
creative and non-traditional manner. Chefs present their
entrées to a panel of three judges, who are looking for
taste, appearance and originality. Other finalists in were:
Chef Aaron Fidder, Wisconsin Machine Shed Restaurant,
Appleton; Chef Lisa Hitchcock, Survivors Bar and Grill,
Wisconsin Dells; and Chef Zachary Benson, The Pine
Lodge Restaurant at Heartwood Conference Center and
Retreat, Trego.

To receive a copy of the recipes from 25th annual Taste of
Elegance, contact the Wisconsin Pork Association, visit
www.wppa.org.
This program not only provides an elegant occasion to
highlight the increasing popularity of pork on America’s
menus, but also helps to strengthen chefs' preference for
pork as a flavorful and versatile meat. Since its inception, the national program has evolved into over twenty
regional competitions, with more than 4,000 chefs
participating. The program is funded with pork producer
checkoff funds.
Competitors represent a wide spectrum of dining establishments, from fine dining restaurants to healthcare
operations. In fact, participation has increased each year
as more and more foodservice professionals use pork
to create dishes that consumers enjoy and operators are
proud to serve.

Entries are judged based on originality, appearance, and
taste. Judges for the evening were Chef Jeff Igel, Culinary
Arts Manager, Fox Valley Technical College, Appleton;
John Chastan, General Manager, Kalahari Resort and
Convention Center, Wisconsin Dells; and Chef Mike
Obois, House of Embers, Wisconsin Dells.
Korean Barbequed Pork Pierogi by Chef Rob Gamble
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ASA Revises Position on Farm Bill
In an effort to resolve longstanding
differences on new farm legislation
and address higher projected costs, the
American Soybean Association (ASA)
has announced it will support a 2013
Farm Bill which includes updating and
extending the current Counter-Cyclical
Program (CCP). ASA will continue to
support the Supplemental Coverage
Option (SCO) included in both the
House and Senate versions of last year’s
farm bills as a complement to federal
crop insurance. ASA will also support offering a choice between “higher
options” for these two programs,
recognizing that producers in different
growing regions have different priorities for protecting farm income.
ASA President Danny Murphy, a
soybean farmer from Canton, Miss.,
stated that “ASA strongly supported
the Agricultural Risk Coverage (ARC)
program in the Senate bill last year
as an effective risk management tool
designed to work with crop insurance.
However,” Murphy said, “because of
ARC’s higher cost and the need to find
additional savings in the farm bill, we
have decided to support updating and
extending the CCP program included
in current law.” Murphy added that
“the decoupled CCP allows producers
to respond to market signals rather
than government programs in mak-
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ing their planting decisions, which
has been a key priority for ASA during
the farm bill debate. It also provides a
safety net against several years of low
prices, which has been important to
supporters of the House bill.” Murphy
added that “the SCO will provide revenue protection at the county level and
is more defensible because, like crop
insurance, it requires farmers to pay
part of the cost of the premium.”
The Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) found both the Senate and
House bills to be more expensive
than it estimated last year. While the
savings required for deficit reduction
under any Congressional budget agreement have yet to be determined, the
Agriculture Committees would need
to find an additional $8 to $10 billion
to achieve the same level of savings
provided under their original bills.
Under its proposal, ASA would set
Target Prices under the CCP at levels
that reflect an average of recent market
prices. Payments under the CCP are
based on the underlying crop acreage
bases on a farm rather than on currentyear plantings. This is important in
the event prices for commodities fall
below their Target Prices, which would
otherwise become a factor in planting
decisions and could distort production.

ASA’s support for a price-based program
is contingent on decoupling program
payments from current year production
to avoid planting distortions.
“Agriculture faces a major challenge in
getting the various stakeholders to find
common ground and finish a comprehensive, long-term farm bill,” Murphy
continued. “This policy adjustment
demonstrates that ASA is committed
to working with other commodities
as well as both the Senate and House
Agriculture Committees to support a
safety net that can work for all farmers.
It also addresses the need to provide
savings for deficit reduction and make
farm programs more defensible, while
ensuring that our farmers have the
risk management and crop insurance
safety net they need.”
In addition to modifying its position
on risk management policy, ASA
continues to support extending the
Marketing Loan Program, eliminating the ACRE program, and reducing or eliminating Direct Payments,
provisions which were included in
last year’s Senate and House farm
bills. ASA also supports the Senate
version of the cotton STAX program.
ASA urges the Agriculture Committees to protect the current crop insurance program as the foundation
of the farm safety net, and to adopt
improvements that would make it a
more viable risk management tool
for producers of all commodities in
all regions of the country.

The Wisconsin Soybean Marketing
Board partners with Alice in Dairyland
to share the story of soy’s importance to
Wisconsin. The 65th Alice in Dairyland,
Rochelle Ripp, will be traveling the state
May 12 to 28, promoting Wisconsin soybeans. She’ll inform consumers how this
little bean is used in all kinds of industries – from food production, feed for livestock to making bio-fuels and plastics.

Rochelle Ripp

65th Alice in Dairyland
Rochelle Ripp is serving as the 65th
Alice in Dairyland. As Wisconsin’s agriculture ambassador, she is
striving to educate audiences across
Wisconsin about the $59 billion
economic impact and importance
of our state’s diverse agriculture
industry in our daily lives.
Rochelle grew up near Lodi on her family’s
dairy and cash crop farm and was involved
in 4-H. She graduated from the University
of Wisconsin-Platteville in 2009 with an
agribusiness degree in communications.
Prior to being selected as the 65th Alice in
Dairyland, Rochelle worked as an associate
marketing executive at Filament Marketing
where she utilized strategic marketing and innovative communications to promote agricultural products, services and initiatives, such
as the WhyAg campaign to build awareness of
careers in agriculture. Rochelle looks forward
to a lifelong career of promoting her agriculture roots.
Rochelle is also involved as chair of Dane
County Farm Bureau’s Ag Promotions Committee, planning events to educate urban and rural
consumers about Wisconsin agriculture. She
also volunteers with Cows on the Concourse, the
Lodi Agricultural Fair and coaches volleyball.

Alice in Dairyland is a one-year, full-time
public relations professional employed by the
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade,
and Consumer Protection (WI DATCP). Each
year, Alice in Dairyland travels more than
40,000 miles throughout the state, promoting
Wisconsin agriculture to various audiences.
During her year, Rochelle will conduct hundreds of media interviews and speeches and
will also present at over one hundred schools.
Alice in Dairyland is Wisconsin’s Agriculture
Ambassador.

Keep up with 65th Alice in
Dairyland, Rochelle Ripp
Alice Travel Blog:
www.wisconsinagconnection.com/alice
Facebook: Alice Dairyland
LinkedIn: Alice in Dairyland
Twitter: Alice_Dairyland
Alice in Dairyland Finals:
www.aliceindairyland.com

To Schedule Alice
You can schedule Alice for an upcoming event
by contacting the Alice in Dairyland Program
at 608.224.5080 or by e-mail at DATCPAlice@
wisconsin.gov
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You Can’t Beat the Pest
if You Don’t Test!
Ann MacGuidwin, Damon Smith, and Shawn Conley – Nematologist, Field Crops Extension Plant Pathologist,
and State Soybean and Small Grains Specialist, UW-Madison

The “pest” is the soybean cyst nematode (SCN), a
microscopic roundworm that reduces soybean yield
in every soybean-producing county in Wisconsin.
The “test” is an assay of soil for a SCN egg count.
The Wisconsin Soybean Marketing Board has sponsored free soil testing since 1998 and will continue
the program in 2013. A second test for nematode
pests other than SCN is also included to provide
producers a complete assessment of the potential
for nematode damage to soybean, corn, and other
rotation crops.
The test results convey important information
about the potential for nematode damage in the

area tested. If the sample represents a problem
area of a field, the test indicates SCN or other pest
nematodes as a likely cause of the observed symptoms. If the sample is a composite of soil cores
collected throughout the field, the test can be used
to evaluate the risk of yield loss from SCN and
other nematodes. Test results from samples collected before the end of June are predictive for the
current crop. Test results from samples collected
mid- to post season are predictive for the next crop.
Achieving full yield potential in nematode infested
fields is possible, but requires specific management
actions. Knowing what to do and when depends on
the results of the soil test.

You should sample
for SCN if …….
You’ve never tested
your soils before. Every
soybean field in Wisconsin is
at risk for SCN. Yield losses up
to 30% have been documented
in fields with no above-ground
symptoms so visual inspection
is not reliable.

You submitted samples
and your test results
were negative. SCN is
an exotic pest that enters fields
by any means that moves soil
– wind, water, animals, and
machinery so there is a short
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warranty on negative test results.
Soil test results cannot be applied to
areas not sampled, so rotating testing
through all fields is a good practice.

You submitted samples
and your test results were
positive. Retesting is important
for staying on top of SCN. SCNSCN are recovered from soil and the eggs counted.
resistant varieties and crop rotation
won’t eliminate SCN, but will help to
maintain populations at low levels.
Long-term use of resistant varieties
opportunity to continue testing for SCN, as well as
can lead to the buildup of resistance-breaking popuother nematodes that could be stealing yield during
lations. Trends in test results over time can provide
the rotation years.
confidence that a management program is on track
or alert you to problems before SCN populations
For more information about SCN and other nemaincrease to the point where even resistant varieties
todes contact Ann MacGuidwin aem@plantpath.
suffer yield loss. Seed treatments are now available
wisc.edu, Damon Smith dsmith@plantpath.wisc.
for soybean and corn and the complete nematode test
edu, or Shawn Conley freescntest@mailplus.wisc.
will help you decide when to use these products.
edu. Nematode testing kits (sample submission form,
“Take the test. Beat the Pest”, was the battle cry of
the SCN Coalition in 1998 that alerted Wisconsin
producers to check their fields for SCN. The advice
is still important today and checkoff dollars provide

bag, and postage paid envelope) can be obtained by
contacting freescntest@mailplus.wisc.edu.
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New Challenges Confronting
Soybean Research
Many university and college agriculturalresearch programs are struggling for
funding, and some academic decision
makers wonder how they’ll be able to
sustain their soybean research programs.
The soy checkoff recently conducted
an analysis of university soy research
programs to get the full story. According to a survey of 164 soybean
farmers, industry representatives,
agricultural college deans, administrators, researchers and extension agents,
reduced funding from federal and state
governments continues to create gaps
in current and future soy research.
“The analysis pointed out that the
significant cuts happening at universities are really taking a toll on soybean
research programs,” says Jim Carroll, a
soy checkoff farmer-leader from Brinkley, Arkansas. “The soy checkoff realizes gaps in soy research could mean

major problems for the U.S. soybean
industry, especially farmers, and plans
to investigate how to address them.”
Budget cuts challenge universities to do
more with less. This often means leaving vacated faculty positions unfilled.
At some of the universities surveyed,
researchers are now required to split their
time working on multiple commodities,
such as soybeans, cotton and corn. In
the East and mid-Atlantic regions, survey
respondents indicated no researcher was
dedicated only to soybeans.
Additionally, competition for researchers from the private sector continues to
rise. As one researcher who participated
in the survey explained, “private companies are able to offer more resources
and a higher salary to younger researchers, making it difficult to attract talent
to universities when funding exists.”

To help determine where research gaps
exist or may exist in the future, the
analysis examined which faculty positions were likely to be vacated and left
vacant in coming years. The positions
most likely to be left vacant include
those for agronomists, conventional
breeders, nematologists, weed scientists
and pathologists. When universities are
able to fill vacated positions, whether or
not research will get done will depend
on whether the researcher can get a
grant to cover his or her program. Results of the study indicate that research
gaps are a function of grants secured in
any given year, and could be prevented
or filled by strategically investing
checkoff production research dollars in
vulnerable fields of study.

Soybean App Helps Farmers ID
Weed, Pest Issues
The Louisiana State University AgCenter has developed a mobile Web application that will allow soybean farmers to easily identify weed, insect and
disease problems in their fields by just
grabbing their smartphones.
Known as the Soybean Field Guide, the
app can be easily accessed on a smartphone, such as an iPhone or an Android, or on an electronic tablet, such
as an iPad. The app can also be viewed
on a laptop or desktop computer.
“This is a one-stop shop,” said Jim
Griffin, AgCenter weed scientist and
the principal author of the weed
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information. “This app will help
farmers identify the weed, insect or
disease that’s causing problems.”
Once the problem is identified, then
the app includes links to the AgCenter’s
three control guides — the Soybean
Weed Control Guide, Control Soybean
Insect Pests and Soybean Plant Disease
Management Guide.
The app contains nearly 200 photos of
weeds, insects and disease symptoms,
some that can be viewed at different
stages and at several angles.
The app also includes information

about when and how to scout for these
problems.
“If a farmer is out in his field, he can
easily compare what he’s seeing to the
photos,” Griffin said.
The Soybean Field Guide app, which
is free, is a website than can be viewed
through a Web browser at http://
soybean.lsuagcenter.com. If viewing
on a smart phone or mobile device,
the app will automatically provide
a way to add a shortcut icon to the
device screen or a bookmark for ease
of viewing at any time.

Soybean Exports Strong Despite
Tight Stocks, Competition
The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s World
Agriculture Supply and Demand Estimates report
released predicts the nation’s soybean reserves will
remain at their lowest levels in half a decade.
The report estimates 2012/13 soybean ending
stocks at 125 million bushels, unchanged from
last month. Although soybean export commitments through February exceeded last year’s
pace, the report said U.S. exports are expected to
decline in the months ahead as increased competition from a record South American crop limits
additional sales during the second half of the
marketing year.
Despite reports of large export sales of soybeans
to China, consensus is that such U.S. sales will
grind to a halt by about mid-May when cheaper
Brazilian supplies temporarily take over the export
market, said Rich Nelson, chief strategist for
Allendale, Inc., McHenry, IL.
Nelson said in a Food Business News article the
overwhelming fundamental arguing for a drop in
U.S. soybean exports is price.

But he said those imperatives will change when
logistics in Brazil become more favorable.
He said Brazilian soybeans will win out in the
export market as soon as the current 45-day delay
at Brazil’s main port of Paranagua is eradicated.
The extreme bottleneck has come about because
Brazilian producers are shipping both corn and
soybeans to port simultaneously — an unusual
situation that will begin to correct itself in coming
weeks, he said.
Nelson was definitive about what cheaper Brazilian soybeans mean for the American export
market.
“There will be a point when U.S. soybean sales
drop off to near zero, until less-expensive Brazilian supplies are no longer available for sale,” he
said.
The February World Agricultural Supply and
Demand Estimates projected Brazilian soybean
exports at 38.4 million tonnes in 2012-13.

“Brazil has the ability to
export cheaper products
than we do,” Nelson
said. “No one wants to
buy high-priced soybeans.”
He said the Chinese had
such strong immediate
needs for supplies that
they made the recently
announced purchases
on the basis of availability rather than price.
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Wisconsin Soybean
Marketing Board Announces
Yield ContestWinners
In spite of the drought overshadowing the 2012
growing season, Wisconsin soybean growers
still produced surprisingly strong yields. Earlier
this year, the Wisconsin Soybean Marketing
Board announced the winners of the 2012 State
Soybean Yield Contest at the organization’s annual
meeting.

second place with 74.2 bu/a. In division two, first
place winner, Jerry Koser of Almena harvested
73.7 bu/a. In second place, Jim Kroeplien from
Sheboygan Falls grew 69.6 bu/a. Division one,
first place winner, Steven Kloos of Stratford grew
61.2 bu/a and second place winner Paul Graf of
Sturgeon Bay harvested 47.2 bu/a.

“Despite the 2012 drought Wisconsin soybean
growers show that diligence, proper management,
and a timely rain shower can still lead to excellent
soybean yields,” says Dr. Shawn Conley, UWExtension Soybean Specialist.

This is the third year for the statewide contest
with entries increasing each year. The contest is
sponsored by the Wisconsin Soybean Marketing
Board and encourages the development of new
and innovative management practices and to show
the importance of using sound cultural practices
in Wisconsin soybean production.

State soybean growers earning top honors include,
in division four, first place winner, Kevin and
Dale Bahr of Belmont. The duo harvested 82.6
bushels per acre. In second place, Nick Viney
of Edgerton harvested 81.4 bu/a. Division three
top honors went to Rick Devoe of Monroe who
grew 75.2 bu/a. Josh Trautman of Edgerton took

Listen to Dr. Shawn Conley talk more about
the 2012 Soybean Yield Contest results at
www.wisconsinfarmreport.com/content/WISoybean-96.htm.

Division 1 Fist place winner (left) Steven Kloos of Stratford harvested 61.2 bu/a. Pictured with
Kloos are Mike Cerny of Sharon, 2013 Wisconsin Soybean Marketing Board President (center)
and Dan Roe of Monticello, 2013 Wisconsin Soybean Association President.
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